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                    Danfoss - Engineering Tomorrow


                        At Danfoss, we are engineering solutions that allows the world to use resources in smarter ways. Driving the sustainable transformation of tomorrow.
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    New whitepaper: Engineering the future energy system


    




            

            
                


        
        
    

        

        





    
    New whitepaper: Data Centers and Energy: Reaching Sustainability


    




            




                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                




    
        
                
                    
                        
                            

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            


                                                
                                                        Why energy efficiency? 

                                                        Urgent action on energy efficiency will be crucial to meet the Paris agreement goals. Solutions and technologies are ready today and many of them have short pay-back times. 
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                                                        Reinforcing our leadership in sustainability

                                                        "Action speaks louder than words" our founder Mads Clausen said. ESG is at the core of everything we do, from our operations to the way we engineer solutions for our customers, and the way we create an inspiring and inclusive workplace.
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    Decarbonizing with our customers

    
        Through leading application know-how and sustainable innovation, we want to support customers in their journey towards decarbonization in an intelligent and cost-efficient way.
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    Long term value creation

    
        We invest in the future. We are a family-owned company, with a focus on the longer view, courage, and sustainability; it is in our DNA.
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            Products bringing energy efficiency to new levels

        


        
            
                
                    

 

        

        






    
    New marine certified DM430M display


    




                

                
                    


        
        
    

        

        





    
    iC2-Micro - Performance that pays off


    




                

            

                
                    


        
        
    

        

        





    
    Semi-hermetic reciprocating compressors


    




                

        




                

            

        

    


    
        
            
                



    
        
            
                    
                        

                    

            

            
                
                        Careers at Danfoss

                    

Whether you are an experienced professional or just starting out, we provide a variety of opportunities for you to make your career matter.
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                        Danfoss Product Store

                    Whether you are searching for products and documentation, or looking to buy Danfoss products directly, the Danfoss Product Store is the place to go.
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        Solutions Magazine

    
        Informative, insightful industry trends delivered to your inbox...
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                    Browse issues of Solutions magazine
                





        

        
            



        

        




        EnVisioneering Exchange Podcast

    
        Listen to our latest discussions on the changing landscape of our industry and its effect on technology and business.
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        Subscribe to our newsletter

    
        Stay informed about the latest news on local events, successful case stories from customers and the latest specials and news on products and services.
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Service and support your Danfoss equipment




    
        
                
                    
                        
                            

                            


                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            


                                                
                                                        Documents

                                                        Access the most recent versions of our manuals, design and programming guides and operating instructions.
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                                                        Case Studies

                                                        With deep roots in engineering, Danfoss provides innovative technologies and solutions that do more with less today, and stands ready with a broad portfolio and expertise to meet the world’s growing set of challenges in infrastructure, a safe food supply, energy efficiency, and low-GWP, climate-friendly solutions.
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                                                        Downloads

                                                        Danfoss offers an app library of several practical tools for the refrigeration professional on the go both for iOS and Androids.
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                                                        Technical support

                                                        Troubleshoot and fix your Danfoss products to ensure smooth operations and high reliability. Find links below to useful resources for Drives, Cooling, Heating, High Pressure Pumps and Industrial Automation product portfolios.
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                                                        eLearning

                                                        As a user of Danfoss Learning you can enroll in face-to-face training, step into a virtual classroom or take self-paced courses. Once on-line, you have immediate access to a wealth of learning offerings. From your Personal Dashboard, you have a clear overview of your in progress learning activities and can keep track of courses you have completed.
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How does Danfoss impact your business and daily life?



        
            


        

        





    Creating a future of fast charging electric vehicles
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    University’s marine science lab finds extreme savings with variable-speed chiller plant
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    Driving Decarbonization Through Electrification: Marilyn Bell I Ferry
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Explore news and articles
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                Danfoss Introduces New A2L Sensor Series
            


            
                Thursday, February 29, 2024

            


            Danfoss is supporting the transition to low GWP refrigerants with its new DST G series of A2L refrigerant detection sensors, which feature a revolutionary patented inverted design. As HFC phasedown continues and A2L refrigerants become more widely adopted, the G series of sensors allows building owners and HVAC/R manufacturers to implement these new refrigerants with confidence.
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                New PSH Compressor from Danfoss Helps Make Heat Pumps Viable in Colder Climates
            


            
                Tuesday, February 27, 2024

            


            Unique vapor injection technology allows for a wider range of operating temperatures

Danfoss’ new PSH scroll compressor with vapor injection may be a game-changer for heat pump adoption. Its ability to operate in a wider range of ambient temperatures allows for an effective and efficient heat pump in colder climates. Increasing the operating range of heat pumps is essential for achieving decarbonization.
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                Danfoss New UQD Couplings Ideal for Data Center Rack Applications
            


            
                Thursday, February 22, 2024

            


            Danfoss’ new Universal Quick Disconnect (UQD) couplings provide superior performance and reliability for liquid cooling, ensuring peak performance for critical applications. Engineered for the precision cooling requirements of modern data centers, the couplings drive a strong return on investment through robust design, long service life and lower maintenance.
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